INVESTMENT COUNSEL | PORTFOLIO MANAGER

VULCAN
INVESTMENTS

WE ARE EXCEPTIONAL PORTFOLIO MANAGERS,
SO YOUR TIME CAN BE SPENT WITH THE ONES YOU LOVE

Independent discretionary investment manager
Manages RRSP / TFSA / RRIF / LIRA and other registered and non-registered accounts
Registered and regulated by the Ontario Securities Commission
Offers clients global investment portfolios held in segregated accounts
Maximum of 35 investments in the portfolio
Value-oriented long-term investments; offering higher dividend yields, with opportunity for capital
appreciation and dividend growth
The investment objective of absolute positive returns over a 3-5 year market cycle in excess of inflation
Experienced and qualified portfolio managers with significant experience in Canadian and global markets
Vulcan's managers are fully invested in the same portfolio as its clients

Four Principles of Successful Long-Term Investing
Saving habits: Ability and willingness to save regularly
Time Horizon: Start as early as possible and invest regularly and systematically for as long as possible
Investment Returns: Conservative investing; target inflation adjusted absolute returns
Cost of Investments: Low-cost investment management enhances compounded returns

vulcaninvestments.ca

Vulcan Investment Principles Working in Practice
Scenario 1A
A couple has a modest starting investable amount of $50,000; at age 35 they
start making joint monthly contributions of $1,000 / month until age 43,
increasing the contribution to $2,000 / month thereafter until age 60. We
calculate the value of their investments held in RRSPs until age 71, given an
expected 8.0% nominal rate of return and 2.0% annual inflation.
Their investments by age 71 grow on a nominal basis to $4.08 million and
after adjusting for inflation will be worth $2.41 million (in today's dollars).
Scenario 1B
Instead of regular monthly contributions of a $1,000/month, the
contributions were made in one $12,000 lump sum at the end of each year
until age 43 and $24,000 by both spouses at the end of each year until age
60. This investment nest egg will grow in nominal terms to $3.78 million or
$2.29 million adjusted for inflation.
The only difference between scenario 1A and 1B is the timing difference of
their investment contribution.
In the case where investments were made regularly at the end of
each month, versus a lump sum at the end of each year, the
difference in value at age 71 is a staggering $300,000 higher in
scenario 1A.
Scenario 2A
Consider a 25-year old individual who develops a regular savings habit of
$416 / month, every month in her TFSA until she retires at 65. Assuming a
steady long-term tax-free rate of return of 8% she will be able to earn $9,048
a month tax-free in nominal dollars onwards from the time she turns 65.
Scenario 2B
The same strategy executed through mutual funds significantly dilutes
returns. Given a typical 3.0% annual cost of owning a mutual fund (MERs,
trailer fees) through which could easily be higher, the return to this investor
at the age of 65 onwards drops to $4,284 / month.
Vulcan Asset Management's investment strategy avoids the use of
mutual funds and holds carefully selected securities for individual
client portfolios.
The scenarios described in 1A, 1B and 2A reflect the true power of
compounding returns over a sufficient time horizon, involving good savings
habits, steady investment returns and efficient low-cost investment
management.
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Our Investment Objectives
Preservation of capital
Absolute positive returns over a market cycle (3-5 years)
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Our Experience
Portfolio manager has over 20 years of experience in investment management
Former Managing Director at Manulife Financial
Former Head of Investment Research at John Hancock Investments
Author of two investment books
Designated Chartered Investment Manager
Deep value approach: Individual securities are purchased only when available at a discount to
what we believe they are worth
Managing Risk: We define risk as the probability of permanently losing or impairing capital.
How do we mitigate investment risk?
Using a repeatable process for identifying and managing investments
Defining clearly the criteria to identify high-quality companies
Ensuring, through a checklist approach, that all investment and risk aspects are considered
Determining the intrinsic value of securities being considered
Buying only at an appropriate discount to that value
Investing globally, unconstrained by size of the company, sector or geography
Owning high-quality securities allows value to emerge, despite market ups and downs
Trading infrequently - low portfolio turnover means lower cost and lower tax incidents
Selling in a disciplined manner
We Offer Two Portfolios
Vulcan Intrinsic Value Portfolio (VIP)
Focused on capital growth - suitable for long term investors looking to grow their assets
to retirement
Uses the discount to intrinsic value methodology to select investments - invests in high
quality companies trading below their fundamental value
Objective is to generate absolute returns well in excess of inflation
Business Owners Security & Stability Portfolio (BOSS®)

Focused on capital preservation and low volatility i.e. security and stability
Global asset allocation strategy - portfolio consists of a mix of asset classes
Avoids the risk inherent in owning individual companies
Objective is to generate absolute returns; target a reasonable rate of return
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